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TavenMoore.com Homepage 

Personal author site and blog built on the Wordpress blogging software and heavily modified from the Journalcrunch 

theme. The homepage has a slightly different layout than the individual post pages, with large pictures and call-to-action 

icons inviting the user to access recent blog posts. 

The overall design focused on whimsical fun without sacrificing ease of use or readability for large blocks of text. A 

primary focus was on slimming down the information “above the fold” so that users were granted immediate access to 

content. The menu is minimalist, taking up as little space as possible and offering submenus for deeper browsing. Search 

is easily located in the upper-right corner, and social networking icons with hover effects are permanently available. The 

footer contains tertiary information for alternate methods of navigating the site. 
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TavenMoore.com Content Page 

The content pages for the TavenMoore.com site introduce a new design element—the right sidebar. This sidebar 

assumes that the reader is already invested in their browsing of the site and offers additional resources, such as quick-

links to book sales (most important, therefore at the top), current work in progress meters, random art, currently 

reading, and pinterest boards.  
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Choose: An Interactive Steampunk Webserial 

This Wordpess installation was built on the bare, 2010 theme and incorporated bold colors, orange accents, and plenty 

of gears for a steampunk look-and-feel. The primary focus of the site was interactivity, ensuring that visitors had 

immediate access to information about what kind of site they’d found, polls, and comments. Only after those goals were 

met could things like book sales and decorative art be taken into account to fill out the left sidebar. 
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Old TamiMoore.com Website (Deprecated) 

A previous incarnation of the TavenMoore.com website, this design focused around the art style of the site owner, 

incorporating pinks, pale yellows, and teals for accent colors. Colored pencil art pieces were developed specifically for 

this site, including the header image and the homepage content icons. Overall, the design was refined for the current 

TavenMoore.com, aiming at for a more professional appearance. 
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Taven Moore Wiki 

The wiki is a re-skin of a PMWiki installation, built upon the Drop Shadow theme by David Gilbert. Design specifications 

required that it be easy on the eyes, as it would be displaying long tracts of text. Additionally, the site should hearken 

back to the TavenMoore.com website, which was accomplished through the use of similar colors (grays, teal accents) 

and logo reuse. Header tags were styled to generate a lot of white space and text interruption, to keep the eyes from 

glazing over when bouncing through tracts of information. 

 

 


